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 The following information is provided to inform and educate the 
compassionate conscious individual(s) seeking to support and bring about 
positive change through donating time, talents and finances to charitable 

organizations.  
 

 Learning and understanding the following information contained in this 
guide will place the diligent individual shoulders above the average person in 
thoughtful charitable choices. Even having said that, the author does not want 

you to simply believe what he believes. You are strongly encourage to question, 
research and find out what knowledge must submit to your own individual 

purpose and focus. NOT ONE charity can conclusively advocate for all things 
compassion worthy and appropriate for YOU.  

 
 
 

WARNING!  
 

This guide may cause you to question everything you know 
about charitable organizations. It may bring into question the 

very basis of what you have been told to think all the while 
being based on popular societal misdirection. 

 
Before you possibly get upset at the information revealed in 
this guide, realize that I’m only the messenger sharing solid 

facts that you can either blindly ignore or sadly accept. It is my 
intention to simply provide proper prospective to those who 
have always wanted to be charitable but do not know where 

or how to approach such a wonderful loving decision. 
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Before donating to any charity,  you want to be sure that the lion's share of the 
money will go where it's needed.  Every charity has different overhead costs. 
You can research you favorite charities -- learning how much of your donation 
will go to the intended purpose (vs. how much will go to overhead)  at Give.org, 
CharityWatch.org and CharityNavigator.org.  Here are some more important 
tips to keep in mind: 
 
 

• Don't give cash. Legitimate charities will take a check 
 

• Don't give credit card, bank account or personal information to 
telemarketers. If you want to donate, initiate the call yourself.  
 

• Don't give to Internet appeals if the cause does not look legitimate and 
doesn't check out. Traditional frauds have gone electronic in recent years, 
giving con artists easy access to thousands of potential victims.  
 

• Don't give in to pressure or sob stories. Anyone that can't wait for a 
donation while you check out his or her organization is likely to be a fraud.  
 

• Expect specific information. Ask what kind of relief this organization is 
going to provide. Don't give to a vague appeal. 
 

• Check out the charity with national, state and local authorities. 
Established charities register with the Internal Revenue Service. You can 
search for specific non-profit organizations on the IRS website, irs.gov. 
 

• Beware of newly formed organizations. If the charity is new, you may have 
to rely on your relationship with the company or sponsor of the 
organization to determine whether you trust the group. 
 

• Report abuses to the nearest Better Business Bureau and the State 
Attorney General's office. You can also report abuses to the National Fraud 
Information Center at (800) 876-7060. NFIC also has a web-based 
complaint form at fraud.org.  
 

• Do give. Experts agree that needs will be great both now and in the 
months to come. 
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Before Giving to a Charity 
If you’re considering a request for a donation to a charity, do some research 
before you give. By finding out as much as you can about the charity, you can 
avoid fraudsters who try to take advantage of your generosity. Here are tips to 
help make sure your charitable contributions are put to good use. For more 
information, visit ftc.gov/charityfraud. 

 

 Signs of a Charity Scam 
These days, charities and fundraisers (groups that solicit funds on behalf of 
organizations) use the phone, face-to-face contact, email, the internet (including 
social networking sites), and mobile devices to solicit and obtain donations. 
Naturally, scammers use these same methods to take advantage of your 
goodwill. Regardless of how they reach you, avoid any charity or fundraiser that: 

• Refuses to provide detailed information about its identity, mission, costs, 
and how the donation will be used. 

• Won't provide proof that a contribution is tax deductible. 
• Uses a name that closely resembles that of a better-known, reputable 

organization. 
• Thanks you for a pledge you don’t remember making. 

• Uses high-pressure tactics like trying to get you to donate immediately, 
without giving you time to think about it and do your research. 

• Asks for donations in cash or asks you to wire money. 

• Offers to send a courier or overnight delivery service to collect the 
donation immediately. 

• Guarantees sweepstakes winnings in exchange for a contribution. By law, 
you never have to give a donation to be eligible to win a sweepstakes. 

•  
 

 Charity Checklist 
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Take the following precautions to make sure your donation benefits the people 
and organizations you want to help. 

• Ask for detailed information about the charity, including name, address, 
and telephone number. 

• Get the exact name of the organization and do some research. Searching 
the name of the organization online — especially with the word 
“complaint(s)” or “scam”— is one way to learn about its reputation. 

• Call the charity. Find out if the organization is aware of the solicitation and 
has authorized the use of its name. The organization’s development staff 
should be able to help you. 

• Find out if the charity or fundraiser must be registered in your state by 
contacting the National Association of State Charity Officials. 

• Check if the charity is trustworthy by contacting the Wise Giving 
Alliance, Charity Navigator, Charity Watch, or GuideStar. 

• If asked to donate from being called, ask if the caller is a paid fundraiser. If 
so, ask: 
◦ The name of the charity they represent 
◦ The percentage of your donation that will go to the charity 
◦ How much will go to the actual cause to which you’re donating 
◦ How much will go to the fundraiser 

• Keep a record of your donations. 

• Make an annual donation plan. That way, you can decide which causes to 
support and which reputable charities should receive your donations. 

• Visit this Internal Revenue Service (IRS) webpage to find out which 
organizations are eligible to receive tax deductible contributions. 

• Know the difference between “tax exempt” and “tax deductible.” Tax 
exempt means the organization doesn’t have to pay taxes. Tax deductible 
means you can deduct your contribution on your federal income tax 
return. 

• Never send cash donations. For security and tax purposes, it’s best to pay 
by check — made payable to the charity. 
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• Never wire money to someone claiming to be a charity. Scammers often 
request donations to be wired because wiring money is like sending cash: 
once you send it, you can’t get it back. 

• Do not provide your credit or check card number, bank account number 
or any personal information until you’ve thoroughly researched the 
charity. 

• Be wary of charities that spring up too suddenly in response to current 
events and natural disasters. Even if they are legitimate, they probably 
don’t have the infrastructure to get the donations to the affected area or 
people. 

• If a donation request comes from a group claiming to help your local 
community (for example, local police or firefighters), ask the local agency 
if they have heard of the group and are getting financial support. 

• What about texting? If you text to donate, the charge will show up on 
your mobile phone bill. If you've asked your mobile phone provider to 
block premium text messages — texts that cost extra — then you won't 
be able to donate this way. 

 

 Charities and the Do Not Call Registry 
The National Do Not Call Registry gives you a way to reduce telemarketing 
calls, but it exempts charities and political groups. However, if a fundraiser is 
calling on behalf of a charity, you may ask not to get any more calls from, or on 
behalf of, that specific charity. If those calls continue, the fundraiser may be 
subject to a fine. 

 

 Report Charity Scams 
If you think you’ve been the victim of a charity scam or if a fundraiser has 
violated Do Not Call rules, file a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission. 
Your complaints can help detect patterns of wrong-doing and lead to 
investigations and prosecutions. 


